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1.0 Site Description 
 
Fountain Square lies adjacent to the eastern end of Staple Hill high street. It is a small, 
unprepossessing public space approximately 800m2 in area and is characterized by: 
 

i. A gradual, constant 1:15 slope from the open southern High Street end down to 
the Iceland store frontage that forms the northern boundary. There are two 
subsidiary pedestrian access points at either end of this boundary. 

ii. Four circular, brick, raised planters; each 5.5 metres in diameter and irregularly 
arranged within the Square. The planting is generally poor quality and three 
contain large poorly pruned tree specimens. 

iii. The planter located at the north-western corner of the square houses an 
ornamental vertical structure, standing approximately 7 metres high. This 
structure was formally a fountain and gives the Square its unofficial name. It is 
no longer operational. 

iv. There is assorted paraphernalia typical of most public spaces including 
benches, bins, lighting columns, service units etc. 

v. The floor surfacing is concrete slab paving. 
 
 
 

                  
 
 
2.0 Artists Brief 
 
The Arts Development Team has commissioned Scott Farlow to work in collaboration with 
the Landscape Team within the Council’s Open Spaces Section to develop an outline 
design scheme for the Square which could be costed and used for fundraising for the 
regeneration of the Square.  
 



Arts Development wishes to commission a site specific, unique, integrated and inspiring 
design scheme which will promote good use of the Square as a social space and 
encourage pride of place and the regeneration of the area. 
 
South Gloucestershire Council is committed to supporting public artwork which is of high 
quality and develops a positive sense of place. It seeks to work with local people as 
participants as much as audience. It is anticipated that this project will engage with the 
local resident and business communities, developing advocacy, consultation and 
participation.  
 
The use of sustainable materials and ecologically sound processes and techniques is 
encouraged where possible in this commission. It is essential that the proposed scheme is 
robust and as vandal resistant as possible. Liaison with the local police will be necessary to 
ensure that community safety is designed in at an early stage. 
 
Aims of the commission 
 

- To provide an outline design scheme for the Square with relevant costings. 
 
- To promote the regeneration of the Square. 
 
- To develop a scheme through consultation with relevant local groups and 
individuals. 
 
- To create a design scheme which will be of the highest quality and will be 
accessible to a range of people who live in, work in and visit the area. It is important 
to ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity to enjoy, be challenged by and 
interpret the public art and design scheme. 

 
3.0 Site Issues and Opportunities 
 
From the outset of the commission a number of issues and opportunities were identified: 
  
A. Issues – The site is isolated, tucked-away, neglected, and underused. 
 
As described above, the site is located at the far eastern end of Staple Hill High Street and 
therefore exists on the margins of commercial and social activity. It appears to be very 
much a ‘passing through’ space with little by way of interest to encourage the visitor to 
pause for any length of time or to pay a special visit. This issue is likely to be exacerbated 
once the library is relocated. 
 



               
 
B. Opportunities – the space as a public space, the blank wall, the fountain, the planters, 
the floor and lighting. 
 
i. The blank wall – a canvas for text, planting, trompe l’oeil or projections 
 
ii. The paving – a canvas for text and narrative, pattern and local referencing, floor lighting 
and animation  
 
iii. The planters – a canvas for planting, new trees, sculpture, shelter, seating, performance 
 

       
 
4.0 Outcomes to Regeneration Group meeting on Tuesday 25th March 2008. 
 
The group gave a mandate for the commissioned artist in collaboration with Katherine 
Kearns (Landscape Project Officer at South Gloucestershire Council) to produce a design 
for Fountain Square that removes the four existing round planters from the site. 
 



The artists’ aim has developed an overall vision for the public space that is bold, simple 
and multi-functional whilst creating a sense of place and a reason for people to visit, pause 
for thought and engage. 
 
Following the discussion thread from the meeting in March the new design focus’s on the 
following integrated components: 
 

i. Address and potentially modify/manipulate the existing levels to include 
shallower ramps (for improved access and circulation) and slightly elevated 
areas for sitting, gathering and performance. 

 
ii. Water – reintroducing water into the site as a pool feature around the former 

fountain structure and the possibility of integrating a connecting ‘stream’ feature 
(a narrow water channel or ‘rill’ for example) into the paving/hard surfacing and 
through the site. 

 

          
 

iii. Plants – to introduce planting (elevated climbing/overhead trailing species for 
ephemeral shelter) and new trees into the space (as single semi-mature 
specimens and a pleached (trained) tree feature). 

 
iv. Hard surfacing – introduce new surfacing – (for example flexible resin bound) to 

introduce a durable textured floor pattern into the space.  
 

 
 



v. Seating – Changes in level (in the form of terracing) could be utilised as 
informal seating as well as the functionality of steps. It may also be appropriate 
to suggest new bespoke furniture into the space. 

 
vi. Shelter – Not simply a ‘shopping arcade’ but something that perhaps traverses 

the square and provides greater shade/shelter and visual interest to enhance 
the potential multi-functionality of the space. 

 

       
 

vii. The blank wall – a canvas for trompe l’oeil, planting (climbers or a ‘green wall’), 
projections or a performance back-drop. Requires enlivening. 

 
viii. Lighting – a means of animating the space and bringing it to life at night as well 

as providing safe routes and enhancing the changes in levels.  
 

 
 
The design will be supplemented with an indication of cost estimates (to include capital 
costs and design/artist fees) and a list of possible sources of funding.  
 
 
 
 



5.0 Design Proposal 
 

 
 
The proposed design for Fountain Square seeks to express the opportunities identified and 
integrate the components described above. Four corners are ‘extruded’ and manipulated 
to create four separate but connected points of interest and function. Overall, despite this 
suggested compartmentalisation, the space retains an open, clean and contemporary feel. 
This ‘sense of place’ is enhanced through a considered approach to design, scale, site 
conditions and through careful selection of appropriate, robust and high quality materials. 
 

 



Key proposals include : 
 
i. The existing round brick planters and associated trees are removed. 
 
ii. The whole space is rationalised in a more articulated and geometric manner and 

smaller, more intimate spaces are suggested within the overall structure.  
 
iii. The south-western corner of the Square is raised above the existing slope as a 

continuation of the adjacent footpath level. This is intended to create an elevated 
space suggestive of performance and events. 

 
iv. The north-eastern corner represents an inverted counterpoint to the elevated space 

opposite and acts as a ‘sunken’ garden.  
 
v. It is anticipated that the step systems will additionally be utilised as seating, 

however, formal benches or bespoke seating opportunities should also be 
provided. 

 
vi. The existing slope is retained across the central thoroughfare space and perimeter 

shop thresholds. 
 

 
 
vii. Significantly it is proposed to retain and refurbish the existing fountain structure. It 

will remain in its current location but be re-housed within a new raised water tank, 
thus affording it renewed significance and drama as a focal point within the new 
Square. The pool will be an irregular, but rigid, configuration and allow water to fall 
into a narrow, linear receptor pool at its base. 



 
viii. In addition a narrow ‘rill’, or channel, is cut into the floor that traverses diagonally 

across the space and also delivers a steady flow of water into the receptor pool. 
The water appears to emerge from a hidden source located beneath a low raised 
platform that projects into the space from the footpath edge at the south-eastern 
corner.  

 
ix. Three new semi-mature trees, Ginkgo biloba, are proposed and positioned at 

strategic and spatially defining locations. In addition, a diagonal line of pleached 
(trained) Quercus ilex (Holm Oak) juxtaposes and crosses the rill to enhance and 
maximise the spatial division of the Square. The pleached trees also provide 
vertical accent, all-year interest (they are evergreen) and visual permeability. 

 
x. It is proposed to animate the Square through the integrated use of new lighting; this 

is intended to accentuate the spatial configuration and modelling of the spaces.  
 
For example, the risers of each step could be lit and project light laterally across the 
treads. In addition, two blue LED ‘light lines’ are integrated into the floorscape – as 
a continuation of the ‘rill’ (integrated water channel) and to enhance the north-south 
route adjacent to the eastern shop thresholds. The raised water tank could be lit in 
such a way to create a glowing or floating effect. The fountain structure itself, and 
the trees could also be uplit.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6.0 Proposed Materials and Precedents 
 

1. Hard surfacing – A combination of: 
 
i Bound aggregate surfacing across the main central area and elevated space at 
the south-western corner.  
ii. Compacted (self-binding) gravel within the ‘sunken garden’. 
iii. Granite aggregate blocks (for the steps with lighting inserts), edges and trim eg. 
Marshalls Conservation Kerb. 
iv. It is intended that the perimeter shop thresholds will remain concrete slabs as 
existing. 
 

                
 

2. Water 
 

Water will emerge from a hidden reservoir beneath an elevated platform at the 
southern site boundary. It will travel down a narrow rill feature that is integrated into 
the floor and be delivered into a small receptor tank. This tank also receives water 
from the larger pool that houses the refurbished fountain. 
 

         
 
 
 
 



3. Lighting  
 

Lighting will be integrated into some hard surfaces including the treads of steps, 
the floorscape (as two light lines) and the pools and trees will be uplit. 
 

     
 

4. Planting  
 

The three proposed semi-mature tree specimens shall be Ginkgo biloba. 
The pleached tree line shall be Quercus ilex. 
 

     
 
Two planters will contain planting that is robust, yet provides visual interest, colour 
and texture. Species might include bamboo and ornamental grasses. 
 

 



5. Other Items, including seating, trompe l’oeil treatment to the blank wall, awnings 
and signage. 

 

     
 

     
 

                      
 



7.0 Costings 
 
Approximate cost estimates for the proposals described above are currently being sought 
through South Gloucestershire Council’s Highways contractors. 
 
However, it is estimated that the detailed design and implementation of the hard, soft and 
associated artworks will cost somewhere between £300’000 and £400’000. 
 
8.0 Public Consultation 
 
The design proposal has been presented to representatives of the Staple Hill Regeneration 
Partnership and the Partnership as a group has been kept informed of the evolution of the 
proposal to date. 
 
In addition it has been the artists’ aspiration to engage with members of the Staple Hill 
Youth Group based at the Methodist Church. Some dialogue has been had with the young 
people and there is an opportunity to continue this throughout the public consultation 
exercise. 
 
It is anticipated that a model of the proposal will be made by the artist and subsequently 
utilized as the basis for a public consultation event. 
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